circumference is “extremely valuable” in determining whether postmenopausal patients have too much visceral fat. In the 1998 report, the NHLBI’s expert panel was the first to recommend checking waist circumference in people whose BMI was between 25 and 34.9, because waistlines greater than 35 inches in women and 40 inches in men were associated with a greater chance of obesity-related risk factors. “If the waist circumference is high, no matter what the BMI is, there will be concerns about cardiovascular risk, diabetes risk, and cardiometabolic outcomes,” Manson said. “We do learn a lot from this simple measure.” Although the updated 2013 NHLBI guidelines referred to these cutoffs as “somewhat arbitrary”, it also noted that waist circumference measurements could provide some useful information.

Numbers don’t tell the whole story. “Regardless of what the cut point is, there will be a lot of individual variation in terms of what the BMI means,” she explained. Manson said she prefers to focus on lifestyle behaviors rather than weight per se. If a postmenopausal woman is physically active and her waistline hasn’t changed much over the years, Manson said, she probably doesn’t have to worry that her BMI of 25 might be too high. “I always think about physical activity as the magic bullet of good health.”

Moving the BMI goal posts might end up discouraging women instead of motivating them, said Joann Pinkerton, MD, executive director of the North American Menopause Society and a professor of obstetrics and gynecology at the University of Virginia. “Telling someone they need to lose 20 or 30 pounds is off-putting,” Pinkerton said. “And we know that losing just 10 pounds can make a huge difference in health.”

Intuitively, it might make sense to lower the BMI cutoff for obesity in postmenopausal women, but research to determine whether it would benefit them is lacking. Samar El Khoudary, PhD, MPH, an associate professor of epidemiology at the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public Health, called Banack’s conclusion that 30 is too high “an interesting suggestion.” However, said El Khoudary, “We still need to assess the impact of changing this cut point on health outcomes and risk in those women.”

Note: Source references are available through embedded hyperlinks in the article text online.
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In the long term, growing economies are associated with longer and healthier lives. In the short term, that may not be the case—economic booms can boost mortality rates and busts can reduce them. There are many theories why, and some evidence to suggest the health system may have something to do with it.

Historically, long-run improvements in health have been tied to economic growth through 3 broad mechanisms: better nutrition, enhancements in public health infrastructure (such as sanitation and cleanliness of water supply), and more effective medical technology (such as antibiotics and vaccines). The results of many studies exhibit this familiar wealth-health connection, both across nations and within them. Citizens of nations with higher average incomes tend to live longer and, despite that, experience fewer years of disability. Women in higher-income nations have lower rates of anemia. Babies born in those countries have higher birth weights.

Within countries, people with higher incomes also tend to live longer. Children growing up in wealthier households are healthier. Infant and childhood mortality, as well as childhood illness rates, are lower. Lives lengthened in Japan after its economic booms in the 1960s and 1970s. Lifespans fell during the Great Depression.

A recent study of US recessions and mortality from 1993 to 2012 by Sarah Gordon, MS, and Benjamin Sommers, MD, PhD, also found that a slowing economy is associated with greater mortality. According to their work, lower income and greater poverty are more strongly associated with higher mortality rates than is the unemployment rate.

Effects of Economic Expansions
Still, there is also a substantial body of research that in the short run, economic expansions can be detrimental to health. Or, conversely, recessions can improve the health of some. During the Great Recession of 2007–2012, unemployment spiked, but to different degrees in different countries. Exploiting this, one study of Europe found a 1 percentage point increase in the unemployment rate associated with a half percent decline in the mortality rate. A similar relationship has been observed at other periods, both in Europe and in the United States. The effect in the United States translates into about 13 000 fewer deaths for every 1 percentage point increase in the unemployment rate.

How can wealth improve health while slowing economies reduce mortality? Broadly speaking, the relationship between economic conditions and health is context dependent, can vary over time, and can be different in the short-term vs long-term. It can change due to the nature of the economy (such as agrarian vs industrial vs service). The depth of recessions and the strength of economic surges also play a role. Finally, the composition of the population is relevant, since different types of individuals are susceptible to the effects of economic changes to different degrees.
One theory is that during economic booms, an industrial economy produces more air pollution, which exacerbates certain diseases and increases mortality. One study found that the unemployment rate increase of the Great Recession was associated with reduced mortality for respiratory illnesses, cardiovascular disease, and heart conditions, which are all sensitive to air pollution. By one estimate, two-thirds of the short run, mortality-increasing effect of a strong economy can be attributed to air pollution.

Driving is another source of mortality that is affected by economic conditions in the short run. When the economy slows, people drive less (such as less driving to and from work and also fewer goods transported), and, consequently, there are fewer deaths due to automobile accidents. In addition, according to a study by Vikram Maheshri, PhD, and Clifford Winston, PhD, MSc, those who do drive during recessions tend to be safer drivers. According to automobile insurance data they analyzed, drivers with characteristics of higher risk—with a prior accident, over age 60, or who lived with no more than one other person—reduce the miles they drive during recessions more than other drivers.

Who is affected?
It’s important to recognize that the financial effects of a shrinking or growing economy—employment and reduced income—can accrue to different people than its health effects. This is demonstrated in an intriguing study by Ann Stevens, PhD, Douglas Miller, PhD, Marianne Page, PhD, and Mateusz Filipski, PhD. They found that increases in mortality during strong economic conditions are concentrated among the elderly, particularly older women living in nursing homes. One mechanism for this phenomenon is that employment levels in skilled nursing facilities—particularly for nursing staff—go down when the unemployment rate falls. This might occur because nurses who would otherwise work in those facilities are able to find better jobs elsewhere, or their other household members are able to gain employment. Moreover, it may be the case that during economic expansions, the nursing staff that facilities are able to retain are of lower quality. Since quality is positively correlated with nursing home staff levels, this connection between employment rates and nursing home mortality is plausible.

These findings are consistent with several other studies. For example, one study that also found increased mortality concentrated in the elderly during strong economic conditions showed that it is driven by deaths from cardiovascular, respiratory, and degenerative brain diseases, as well as infections. Another recent study that lends credibility to the findings examined nurses’ employment and patient outcomes in Denmark after the government introduced a federally funded parental leave program in 1994. The program led to a 12% reduction in nurse employment followed by 13% increase in nursing home mortality for residents 85 years or older.

These studies help reconcile the facts that higher incomes are broadly good for health but booming economies can increase mortality. Both things can be true if the people who experience mortality effects during a robust economy generally differ from those who enjoy financial gain. Think of it this way: my gains from a strong economy may be good for me and my family in the long run, but, in the short run, your grandparents may be harmed.
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